We generalize the Morita theorems to certain functor categories using properties of adjoint functors.
We shall always assume that we are in a proper set-theoretical setting so that our functor categories are defined.
1. Adjoint functors, bifunctors, and duality. Let sé and 38 be two categories, and let u: sé -> 38 and v: 38 -> sé be functors. Then (v, u) is an adjoint pair from 3S to sé if m is a left adjoint to v i.e. for each pair of objects A of sé and B of 38, there is an isomorphism natural in A and B 8(A, B): 38(uA, B) -> sé(A, vB) (where we use the notation sé(A, A') to denote the set of morphisms in sé from the object A to the object A'). Let Is/ and la denote the identity functors on sé and á? respectively. Then if (v, u) is an adjoint pair from 38 to sé, we may define natural transformations r¡: fi/ => vu and e: uv => 1$ by r¡A = 8(A, uA)(luA) for every object A of sé and eb=8~1(vB, B)(lvB) for every object B of 38, where luA and lvS denote the identity morphisms on the objects uA and uB respectively. We shall call rj and e the unit and the counit of the adjoint pair (v, u) respectively. They satisfy the following identities: For a proof of this, or any property of adjoint pairs that we use in this paper, we refer the reader to [5] .
We shall let Adj (38, sé) denote the category whose objects are adjoint pairs (v, u) from 38 to sé, and whose morphisms from an adjoint pair (v, u) to another (v1, u') are natural transformations u => u (these are in one-to-one correspondence with natural transformations v' => v).
We let the reader establish the fact that two functors u: sé ^ 38 and v: 38 -> sé define an equivalence of categories if and only if (v, u) is an object of Adj (38, sé) whose unit and counit are isomorphisms.
For a small (preadditive) category c€, let us set down the following notation which we shall use throughout this paper. 9?° will denote the dual category of % and for any object C of % ^(C, ): <€ -> Ab and <€( ,C):V°-> Ab will denote the corresponding covariant and contravariant hom-functors. We shall also use t o denote the bifunctor^ , ): (€° xíí^ Ab (given on objects by <$( , )(C,C) = ci(C, C')) if no confusion develops. [£, Ab] will denote the functor category whose objects are (additive) functors from ^ to Ab and whose morphisms are natural transformations. For Fand G objects of \€, Ab], we shall denote the set of natural transformations from F to G by [F, G] . Let ^ and c6' be small categories, and let U: ^°x1"^ Ab be a bifunctor. In [4] , a functor <g>* U:
is defined, and is characterized by the properties that it is right continuous (i.e. preserves right limits) and, for every object C of c€, ^(C, ) ®<¿ U= U(C, ). We may define a natural transformation of bifunctors
for every pair of objects Cx, C2 of ^ and for every morphism /: Cx -> G2 in #. a^ may be described in another way as follows. One sees by 1.1 that the bifunctor <S corresponds to /, so that one has an isomorphism *F:
®<e'£=L Also, one easily checks that for any pair of objects C of ^ and C" The reader easily shows that the "duals" of 1.4, 5, and 6 hold. ®#, U* => v is an isomorphism.
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following: Recall also that a collection of objects {Dt}, of a category sé is called a generating family if, for any two objects A and B of sé and for any two distinct morphisms xx, x2 e sé(A, B), there is an / e / and a morphism y: Dt -*■ A for which x1y¥zx2y.
Let U: ^° x %' -> Ab be a bifunctor. We shall say that U is a ^'-generator if the collection of functors {U(A, ) | A an object of <&} is a generating family of [W, Ab].
We prove the following:
Theorem 2.3. Let U: if0 x if' -> Ab be a bifunctor and let ßv: U* ®v U => if'
be the natural transformation of 1.5. Then (a) if U is a c€''-generator, ßu is an epimorphism; (b) if there is a bifunctor V: c€'° x-¥-» Ab and a natural transformation of bifunctors v : V ®^ U => c€' which is an epimorphism, then U is a ^'-generator. In particular, the converse of (a) holds. commutes. Since the top row is zero, it follows that, if t is an epimorphism, 1 ® r is an epimorphism, so that A = 0, and consequently r is a monomorphism also. D Proof of theorem, (a) follows easily from the Lemma by letting U ®%-F= W and p. = T. One easily sees that the commutivity of the diagrams of (**) implies that of (***).
(b) follows easily from (a). Suppose U is a if-«" progenerator and let F= U*. Since U is a small «"-projective, we have by 2.2 that F is associated to v and that yv: U ®w V => H&[U, U] is an isomorphism. Since au: « => H<g.[U, U] is assumed to be an isomorphism, p.: U ®'g. V => «, defined by p. = af¡1yu, is an isomorphism. Since U is a «"-generator, v. V ®%' U => «', defined by v = ßv, is an epimorphism by 2. 
